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1. Technical data:
Supply voltage:
Working temperature:
Ingress protection grade:

12V ±25%
-40°C ÷ +70°C
IP40

2. Intended use:
The fuel pressure emulator (variable pressure) is intended for use in cars where error related to the
pressure regulator circuit on fuel strip occurs during gas operation. The emulator is to operate with
STAG-300 controllers.
The emulator is designed for the following GENERAL MOTORS cars:
- OPEL ASTRA 2009 1.6l (A 16 XER)
- CADILLAC ESCALADE EXT 2007 6.2l 8cyl.
- GMC HUMMER H2 2007 6.2l 8cyl.

3. Principle of operation:
Due to lack of fuel reception from fuel strip during gas operation the petrol pressure increases above
its rated value. As a result, the petrol computer shortens the injection times (and/or reports a failure).
When it is emulated by a constant pressure value, the petrol computer recognises it as a problem
with pressure regulator circuit on fuel strip (reports a failure that can make further driving
impossible). FPE-GM emulator operates with the regulator circuit and solves this problem.
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4. Connection diagram and installation remarks
a) Car information: OPEL ASTRA 2009 1.6l (A 16 XER)
- diagram of FPE-GM connection to the car’s system

Figure 1 Diagram of FPE-GM Emulator connection to the car’s system

- instructions of FPE-GM installation to the car’s system
1. The emulator should be installed nearby the electronic fuel system control module. Locate this
module. It is placed in the rear part of the car, in the boot, on the right-hand side (Błąd! Nie można
odnaleźć źródła odwołania.). Ultimately, the emulator should also be installed there.

Figure 2 Location of fuel system control module and FPE-GM Emulator
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2. Connect the shorter branch of the emulator to the pump module harness. The thin BLUE/WHITE
conductor (pin 10 of the module according to connector) is the signal from pressure detector (after
60s from having started up the petrol supplied engine with low idle speed, the voltage of 3.00V
should be maintained). Slit this conductor and connect the GREEN wire of the pressure emulator
harness to control module connector and the YELLOW wire to the system (pressure detector).
3. Locate the thicker (in relation to the others) GREY conductor, which controls delivery rate of the
fuel pump (“flat” pin 13 of the module according to connector), and connect ORANGE conductor of
the pressure emulator harness into it.
4. Locate BLACK mass conductor and connect BLACK conductor of the pressure emulator harness into
it.
5. The longer pressure emulator harness branch should be led through the car’s electric system
channels to the engine chamber where STAG controller is installed. The BLUE (LPG valve, pin 41) and
RED (+12V ignition switch, pin 15) conductors of the STAG controller harness should be connected to
BLUE and RED conductors of the pressure emulator harness, respectively.
6. Fasten the conductors stably with bands, while the emulator itself should be mounted nearby the
fuel pump module with a Velcro tape. When installed properly, the emulator operates immediately
upon connection (calibration takes place automatically).
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b) Car information:

- GMC HUMMER H2 2007 6.2l 8cyl.
- CADILLAC ESCALADE EXT 2007 6.2l 8cyl.

- diagram of FPE-GM connection to the car’s system

Figure 3 Diagram of FPE-GM Emulator connection to the car’s system

- instructions of FPE-GM installation to the car’s system
1. The emulator should be installed nearby the electronic fuel system control module (FSCM). Locate
the FSCM module. It is placed in the central part of the chassis (Błąd! Nie można odnaleźć źródła
odwołania.). Ultimately, the emulator should also be installed there.

Figure 4 Location of fuel system control module
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Figure 5 View of fuel pressure detector

Figure 6 View of FSCM module harness connector

2. Connect the shorter branch of the emulator to the FSCM module harness (Błąd! Nie można
odnaleźć źródła odwołania.). The thin VIOLET conductor (according to pin 7 of the module connector)
is the signal from pressure detector (after 60s from having started up the petrol supplied engine with
low idle speed, the voltage of 3.00V should be maintained). Slit this conductor and connect the
GREEN wire of the pressure emulator harness to FSCM module connector and the YELLOW wire to
pressure detector.
3. Locate the thicker (in relation to the others) GREY conductor, which controls delivery rate of the
fuel pump (“flat” pin 47 of the module according to FSCM connector), and connect ORANGE
conductor of the pressure emulator harness into it.
4. Locate the thicker (in relation to the others) BLACK mass conductor and connect BLACK conductor
of the pressure emulator harness (“flat” pin 1 of the module according to FSCM connector) into it.
5. The longer pressure emulator harness branch should be led through the car’s electric system
channels to the engine chamber where STAG controller is installed. The BLUE (LPG valve, pin 41) and
RED (+12V ignition switch, pin 15) conductors of the STAG controller harness should be connected to
BLUE and RED conductors of the pressure emulator harness, respectively.
6. Fasten the conductors stably with bands, while the emulator itself should be mounted nearby the
fuel pump module with a Velcro tape. When installed properly, the emulator operates immediately
upon connection (calibration takes place automatically).
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5. Warranty Document
quality warranty terms and conditions:
AC S.A. with its registered seat in Bialystok ensures good quality, correct operation and efficient
functioning of the purchased equipment for which this Warranty Document was issued on the
territory of the country the purchase was made in. The warranty is given on the following terms and
conditions:
1. WARRANTY COVERAGE
1) this warranty concerns proper functioning of the equipment and is valid on the territory of the
country the purchase was made in,
2) the warrantor is only responsible for defects due to reasons within the sold equipment and
for consequential damages to this equipment,
3) the warranty does not cover:
a) normal operating wear of the equipment,
b) equipment which has been modified, repaired or infringed in any way by the Customer or
any third persons.
2. WARRANTY TERMS AND CONDITIONS AND PROCEDURE
1) the basis for exercising the warranty rights is to submit the properly filled up original
Warranty Document;
2) to exercise the warranty rights, you should immediately report any noticed defect to the local
Distributor of AC S.A. (for the valid list of Distributors, visit the website at www.ac.com.pl),
delivering the defective equipment with the Warranty Document and a copy of the purchase
receipt. The Distributor is responsible for delivery of defective goods to the Quality Control
Department of AC S.A.
3. WARRANTY PERFORMANCE TIME
1) the manufacturing defects of the equipment should be removed and inoperative components
should be removed repaired or replaced within 14 days of equipment delivery to AC S.A.;
2) in non-standard cases, the repair time may be extended.
4. WARRANTY PERIOD
1) the warranty period is 24 months from the date of sale;
2) the warranty expires in the event when the Customer fails to observe provisions of the
Warranty Document, in particular in case of:
a) misuse of the equipment,
b) mechanical damages,
c) any unauthorised alterations to the equipment,
d) failure to observe the instructions of correct operation, in particular those in the Operating
Manual,
e) other damages through the fault of the user.
5. FINAL PROVISIONS
This warranty for sold goods does not exclude, restrict or suspend the Purchaser’s rights arising from
product’s inconsistency with the agreement.
Any disputes under this warranty shall be settled by the court having jurisdiction over the seat of AC
S.A.

..................................................
date of sale

..................................................
stamp and signature
of the Seller
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